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An assessment of Dutch bankmptcy asset
sales
1. Introduction
In the Netherlands, it is unusual that a debtor who files for bankruptcy {faillissement) files a reorganization plan {faillissementsafilioord) and continues to
exist. Generally, the assets of a debtor w i l l be sold in an asset sale and the
proceeds will be distributed among the creditors. Such an asset sale can be
piecemeal, but it can also be a going-concern sale.^
If a Dutch trustee wishes to sell assets of the bankrupt debtor before the
debtor has entered the 'state of insolvency' (staat van insolventie), it needs
to meet the threshold of Section 101 of the Dutch Bankruptcy Code
(DBC).^ This Section provides that an asset sale - both public and private - is
allowed i) i f and to the extent that this is necessary to cover the costs of bankruptcy or ii) if and to the extent that assets could not be preserved without loss to
the estate.3 If one of these grounds is present, the trustee is allowed to sell part of
or all of the assets of the debtor shortly after the debtor has been declared
bankrupt.'^
Under Section 101(2) DBC asset sales that are concluded before the debtor
has entered the 'state of insolvency' also fall under the regime of Section 176

1 Luttikhuis reports that i n 2.9% of all corporate bankruptcies ended i n 2004 a full going-concern
sale was achieved and i n 3.4% a partiai going-concern sale. A.P.K. Luttikhuis, Corporate recovery. De weg naar effectief insolventierecijt, Tilburg University 2007, p. 35. Empirical research
by Van Dijck has shown that i n 65% of bankruptcies of legal entities researched by him the
value of the estate is insufficiënt to pay the salary of the trustee in f u l l . Suggesting that m most
bankruptcies the assets of the debtor only have limited value. See: G. van .Dijck, 'Biedt een
basisvergoeding soelaas? Empirisch onderzoek naar salaristekorten i n faillissement', Tvl 2013,
no. 3. However, Couwenbetg and De Jong report a continuation of business activities of a
bankrupt debtor by means of a going-concern sale i n 64.2% of their set of 137 bankruptcies.
Theit set consisted of bankruptcies w i t h a debt of at least € 227,000 or i n which the debtor
had ;10 or more employees. See: O. Couwenberg and A . de Jong, 'Costs and recovery rates m
the Dutch-liquidation based bankruptcy system', Eur. J. Law Econ. 2008, no. 26, p. 113¬
114. Furthermore, Knegt reports a going-concern sale - explicitly excluding a sale of only the
inventory - in 63% of the cases i n a set of 286 bankruptcies. R. Kaegt,.Faillisseinenten
en selectief ontslag: een onderzoek naar 'oneigenlijli gebruili' van de Faillissementswet,
Hugo Smzheimer Institute 1996, p. 19.
^
,
2 According to Section 173 DBC the debtor enters into a state of insolvency it no reorganization
plan has been proposed at the claims admission meeting {verificatievergadering)*
a proposed
plan has been dismissed or confirmation of a proposed plan has been denied. Because debtors
rarely enter the state of insolvency and, i f they do, asset sales are rarely concluded in this stage
of the bankruptcy, I focus on asset sales under Section 101 DBC.
3 Section 101(1) DBC: "De curator is bevoegd goederen te vervreemden, indien en voor zover de
vervreemding noodzakelijk is ter bestrijding der kosten van het faillissement, of de goederen niet
dan met nadeel voor de boedel bewaard kunnen blijven." I use the term 'asset sale' to denote a
sale of an asset, both by means of a private sale and a public auction.
4 H R 27 August 1937, NJ 1938, 9 {Nieuw Plancius)
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DBC.^ This entails that the trustee can either sell assets by means of a pubhc
auction {openbare verkoop] or - with permission from the Supervisory Judge by means of a private sale {onderhandse verkoop).^
Sometimes assets of the debtor are also sold outside the context of Section 101
DBC. This is the case i f they are sold by a creditor who uses its right of summary
execution {parate executie) 7
In this Article I assess - in light of the creditors' bargain theory - to what extent
the process of disposing assets in Dutch bankruptcies contams obstacles tor a
trustee to maximize the value of these assets.^ According to the creditors' bargam
theory the goal of bankruptcy law is to maximize the value of the available pool
of assets for the investors, as a group.» Without bankruptcy law, creditors can
only seek recourse on an individual basis. If there is not enough to satisty every
creditor, creditors will race to seek recourse on the debtor's assets and a suboptimal value is likely to be realized. In other words; a common pool probiem
arises
The creditors' bargain states that creditors wiU therefore choose a
collective method of debt collection in order to prevent overuse and maximize
the value of the pool of assets.^^

5 After the debtor has entered the state of insolvency asset sales are only regulated by Section
6 ï
S a m e n t a r y History states that it is to be expected of a trustee that it confers with the
Supervisory Judge in case of a public auction. Sec: G W. van der F e l t ^ Geschedems van de
V/et op het faiUissement en de surseance van betaling, bewerkt door G.W. baron van der 1-eltz,
deel I I (1897); Heruitgave bewerkt door S.C.J.J. Kortmann en N - E . D . Faber, Serie Onderneming en Recht, Deel 2-II, Zwolle: W E . J . Tjeenk Willink 1994 p. 64-65. Section 176(2) states that i f the trustee is not able to sell the assets quickly or the assets cannot be sold at all,
the trustee can dispose of the assets in a way that is to be approved by the Supervisory Judge.
7 Section 57 DBC. See hereafter § 4.
,
.
. , i
t
r *
8 For the question whether assets sales should be the only option m bankruptcy I refer to:
J . M . Hummelen, 'Shaping bankruptcy What form should it take?' University of Groningen
Faculty of Law Working Paper no. 12/2013. Avaiiable at SSRN; http://ssrn.com/abstract
""2 328 236
9 The creditors' bargain theory was developed i n the 1980's by D G. Bai_rd en T . H . Jackson See:
T . H Tackson, 'Bankruptcy, non-bankruptcy entitlements and the creditors bargain Yale L J
1982-April p, 857-907; D. G. Baird & T . H . Jackson, 'Corporate reorgamzaüons and the treatment of diverse.ownership interests; a comment on adequate protection of secured creditors m
bankruptcy', U Cl^i L Rev 1984-Winter, p. 97-130; T . H . Jackson, ' O f iqmdation continuation
and delay; an analysis of bankruptcy policy and nonbankruptcy rules , Am Banltr L ƒ 1!*«6AFall p 399-428 and T . H . Jackson, Logic and limits of bankruptcy law, Cambridge: Harvard
University Press 1986B. The notion 'investors as a group' includes everyone with a right to
the debtor's assets uuder nonbankruptcy law. This includes employees of the debtor and shareholders, but not - for example - the power of management to control day-to-day operaüons.
See- Tackson 1986B, p. 33. 'Right' is defined as the right to the income stream generated by the
firm's assets, the right to receive payment out of the assets, or the rights to the assets upon
dissolution. See; Baird en Jackson 1984, p. 100 (footnote 15) See extensively about the creditors' bargain theory as normative theory for bankruptcy law: J . M . Hummelen, Efficiënt bankruptcy law in the U.S. and the Netherlands. Establishing an assessment framework, EJCLG

f^tZè^ï^t^A^o.

10 jaCKSOn lyoi., p. oo-r,
1986A,
Jackson
1986B,
x ^ u ^ . . , p..
j . . 402-403, -"T
t,: , .Qoz:
1 „ p 1 510
T and
1 ? ^ D . G . Baird,
'The uneasy case for corporate reorganizations , j Legal Stud l y s b - i , p. i J ^ - i J o . .
11 In reorganization proceedings bankruptcy law prevents not only "^'^E,"^!,',^? ^'71? Ra^mu^
other words: it solves an anticommons problem. See about this: D . G. Baird & R . K . Rasmussen, 'Anti-bankruptcy', Yale L } 2010-January, p. 648-699. The first apphcation of anticommons to bankruptcy by a European scholar c a n l e found m R.J. de Weijs, Harmonisation of
European Insolvency Law and the need to tackle two common problems; common pool &
anticommons', Int. Insol. Rev 2012, p. 67-83.
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This collective method of debt collection is called 'bankruptcy law' and according to the creditors' bargain theory should be shaped according to the following
three principles
1) '[B]ankruptcy law at its core should be designed to keep individual actions
against assets, taken to preserve the position of one investor or another, from
interfering with the use of those assets favored by the investors as a group.
2) Bankruptcy law should change a substantive nonbankruptcy rule only when
doing so preserves the value of assets from the group of investors holding
rights in them.
3) [BJankruptcy (...) should be (...) concerned with the interests of those (...)
who have property rights in the assets of the firm (...).'
The first principle concerns the question of how assets should be deployed to
realize the highest value for the investors as a group. I t is meant to prevent
individual recourse that is not in the interest of this g r o u p . W h e n deploying the
assets, the creditors' bargain theory argues, this should be done in the way a sole
owner of the assets would. For, i f a business only has one owner, he will deploy
the assets in a way that would advance maximization of the value of the pool of
assets. This is so, because he is the only one who will incur both the costs and the
benefits through his decisions with regard to the asset.
The second principle concerns substantive rights. Such substantive rights should
only be changed, insofar as this results in an eniargement of the value of the pool
of assets for the investors as a g r o u p . T h i s limitation stems from the fact that
changing substantive rights in bankruptcy can result in an incentive for a creditor
to piek his own interest over the interest of the investors as a group, when such a
change results in an advantage for a-specific creditor.-^'' As a result, the creditor
will try to have a debtor declared bankrupt, i f that is more beneficial for the
position of the creditor.-^^
The third principle concerns which interests should be taken into account in
bankruptcy law. It holds that that bankruptcy law should only be involved in the
interests of the holders of a property right.^» Other interests such as the public
interest or preserving employment have no place in bankruptcy law and should
be dealt with i n non-bankruptcy law.^°
I argue that in assessing an asset sale under this theory one should take into
account both price and process (§ 2). In view of this I specifically look at section
101 DBC (§ 3) and the position of creditors with a right of summary execution

12 Baird and Jaclcson 1984, p. 100 and 103. W i t l i regard to principle 2, I interpret 'nonbankruptcy rules' as beirig those rules that are not exclusively applicable in bankruptcy.
13 Jackson 1986A, p. 404.
14 Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 106.
15 Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 104. Sole owner means rhat only one person has the right to use
an asset and no one else can assert any claim against the asset. This situation will not occur
very often i n reality.
16 Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 100.
17 Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 104.
18 This is called forum shopping. The creditor 'shops' for a forum where he is most hkely to
have his claim paid.
19 See above for the definition of 'right'. The creditor can only claim his right i f he were also
able to claim i t outside of bankruptcy. See: Jackson 1986B, p. 34-35.
20 Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 103.
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in relation to asset sales (§ 4). I also assess the different methods of sales that are
possible in respect of an asset sale and the position of msiders m this respect
(§ 5).
2. Guiding principles for trustee in asset sales?
The ultimate goal of the creditors' bargain theory is yalue maximization for the
investors as a group.^^ This entails that in an asset sale the highest Ijo^^ible pnce
should be achieved.22 However, in assessing whether a proposed sale maximizes
the value of the pool of assets, the absolute amount offered alone is not very
useful. I t does not say whether a certain price is the highest pnce possible.
The above is illustrated by a judgment of the Dutch Suprème Court regarding the
term 'sale value' (verkoopwaarde) as used in Section 21(l)(a) Inheritance Tax
Act 1956 (old). In this judgment the Dutch Suprème Court quoted the Court ot
Appeals, which had stated that 'sale value' is "The price that would be offered by
the highest bidder when the [asset] was offered in the most smtable tvay after the
best possible preparation"'^^
Interestingly enough, Dutch bankruptcy law does not have a lot of rules
egarding the process of an asset sale.^^^ The Dutch Bankruptcy Code does not
provide explicit provisions. Guidance in respect of the sale of assets for a
trustee can be primarily found in the rules regarding hability of the trustee or
his actions.2^ j h i s can be liability of the trustee in his capacity based on the
general norms of Section 6:162 Dutch Civil Code. It can also be m the form
of personal liability. Such personal liability is warranted, when a trustee does
not act as can be reasonably expected of a trustee that possesses sufficiënt
insight and experience and who acts with precision and commitment. Ihis is
the 'Maclou-norm'P-"^
What does the risk of liability entail in respect of asset sales and value maximization? Case law provides few examples in this respect In one case persona
liability of the trustee was assumed, because he had sold the assets to the first
bidder that he came across for a price that was too IOW.^B I n two other cases,
however, liability was not assumed, even though the trustee could probably have
21 Jackson 1986B, p. 5.
23 H R S a r c h ^ l 9 6 3 , BNB 1963/113 {"de prijs die bij aanbieding ten verkoop op de voor het
S t i v u m meest geschikte wijze na de besfe voorbereiding (...) door de meestbiedende gegaS d e T e s S o T z i Ï i " . See' about this judgment in the context
I Visser, De executoriale verkoop van onroerende zaken door de hypotheekhouder. Den Haag.
Boom Juridische Uitgevers 2013, p. 89 et seq.
,
24 Neither is the subject popular i n literature. Exceptions are; J . H . Lemstra and J.H van der
S e , 'Kloeke curatoren', in; A . A . M . Deterink et al.. Doorstart, Deventer; Kluwer 2008,
p 161-177 and G. C. van Daal, 'De klompen van de curator; biedingen op de boedel m. J G.
Princen and A . van der Schee, De ondernemende curator, Deventer; Kluwer 2011, p . 207-219.

^^^^^^l^'^^l^.

26

nriTlMtmU&i

27

Z^S^^^rS^fi^tu:^^

{Maclou en Prouuost), r.o. 3.6. ('.. .handelen zoals in rede-

Skh«d mag worden verlangd van een over voldoende inzicht en ervaring beschikkende curapersonally blamed. H R 16 December

28 S t S o K ^ ^ ^ ^
2007,
2008, 183 {Gulf OliehandellBoer). A gas sta¬
tion w L sold for f 300,000, while i t was valued by the Court - based on an expert report at € 670,000.
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realized a higher price.^' In one case the District Court of Utrecht held that the
trustee was justified in selling a software package quickly after the debtor was
declared bankrupt, even though the software could have possibly yielded more
money.^" In another case the Court of Appeals of the Hague held that the trustee
was not liable for the fact that the assets did not yield the appraised value, even
though the trustee had not set a price reserve at the auction of the most valuable
asset.^^
The creditors' bargain theory acknowledges that bankruptcy proceedings take
time. As to prevent opportunistic individual behavior by a single investor or a
third party to the detriment of the value of the assets for the investors as a group,
the creditors' bargain theory therefore prescribes that individual actions by
creditors are stayed during the bankruptcy proceeding.^^
The problem with the Madou-norm in this context is that - while it may offer
the trustee some guidance in the process of an asset sale - it does not prevent
strategie behavior by creditors or third parties. For example, the Maclou-norm
does not prevent that assets may be sold piecemeal in a public auction based on a
right of summary execution, while a private going-concern sale would be value
maximizing.^^ It therefore does not ensure that the process of the asset sale
provides for value maximization.
3. The sale of assets under Dutch law: 101 DBC
3.1 The current assessment Standard for asset sales
Bankruptcy asset sales - both private and public - fall under the supervision
of the Supervisory Judge.^"* The Supervisory Judge is charged with supervising
the management and liquidation of the estate.^^ He does not 'co-liquidate' the
estate of the debtor. In executing his supervision, according to the legislator,
the Supervisory Judge has to check i) whether the trustee acts within the
eonstraints of the law, ii) acts in the interest of the estate and iii) acts in an
adequate manner.^'' Or in other words: the Supervisory Judge assesses lawful-

29 I n another case a trustee was held liable, because he had sold the assets to the first bidder,
without giving a third party - of who the trustee knew he was interested - an opportunity to
bid. Unclear is whether the sale to the other party would have provided for a higher price.
Court of Appeals Arnhem, 6. February 2007, JOR 2007, 106 {FeenstralSchouten & Van Muiswinkel
Holding).
30 District Court of Utrecht, 2 July 2003, JOR 2003, 273 (2ERS-2EVC). The trustee sold the
software so quickly, because it was only suitable for MS-DOS and Windows was emerging as
the dominant operating system.
3 1 Court of Appeals The Hague, 19 November 2013, NJF 2014, 67 {Prakke/Gips) after referrai
by the Dutch Suprème Court.
32 Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 100 and Jackson 1986B, p. 157.
33 See further about the right of summary execution and the method of sale hereafter in § 4 and
5.
34 G. W. van der Feltz, GesMedenis
van de Wef op het faillissement en de surseance van betaling, bewerkt door G.W. baron van der Fehz, deel I I (1897); Heruitgave bewerkt door
S.C.J.J. Kortmann en N . E . D . Faber, Serie Onderneming en Recht, Deel 2-II, Zwolle: W.E.J.
Tjeenk Willink 1994, p. 64-65 and H R 5 November 1913, NJ 1913, 1345.
35 Section 64 DBC.
36 Van der Feltz I I 1897,p. 2.
37 Van der Feltz I I 1 8 9 7 , p. 2.
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ness, fitness for purpose and how purposive the acts of the trustee are.^
When malcing these assessments, the Supervisory Judge has to perform a fuli
scale assessment.^»
The current Standard of assessment for an asset sale is laid down.in Section
101(1) DBC. This Section provides that an asset sale - both public and private is allowed i) if and to the extent that this is necessary to cover the costs of
bankruptcy or ii) i f and to the extent that assets could not be preserved without
loss to the estate.''°
When the Dutch Bankruptcy Code was introduced the legislator predicated a
reticent attitude towards selling assets of a banlcrupt debtor.'^^ The argument of
the legislator in this respect was that as long as a claims admission meeting had
not taken place, there was a possibility that a reorganization plan was offered
and the debtor had the right to get back his assets unharmed.^^ However, in the
Nieuw Plancius judgment the Dutch Suprème Court took a different approach.
It approved a sale of all the assets of the debtor before the claims admission
meeting was held. A limitation of Section 101 DBC which would authorize the
trustee to only sell a part of the assets of the estate of the debtor was found to
be incompatible with the purpose of that Section.'^^ Thus, the Suprème Court
interpreted Section 101 DBC in a broad way and enabled trustees to sell part of
or all of the assets of a debtor shortly after the debtor had been declared
bankrupt. Nowadays debtors rarely enter into the state of insolvency in Dutch
bankruptcies and asset sales are almost always concluded based on Section 101
DBC.
3.2 Maximizing value as a goal
The goal of bankruptcy in the Netherlands
In relation to assets sales the goal of the bankruptcy procedure also plays a role.
The primary goal of bankruptcy - and task of the trustee - in the Netherlands
can be described as realizing proceeds in relation to the estate [boedel) of the
debtor for the benefit of the joint creditors (gezamenlijke schuldeisers).'^'^ Or in
other words: satisfying claims of creditors as much as possible according to their
rank.''^ However, i t follows from case law that a trustee should under circum-

38 B. Wessels, Bestuur en beheer na faillietverklaring
(Insolventierecht IV), Deventer; Kluwer
2010, § 4 0 1 2 .
,
.
39 H R 10 May 1985, N / 1985, 793 (THB), which judgment was given i n the context of Section
69 DBC.
40 Section 101(1) DBC: "De curator is bevoegd goederen te vervreemden, indien en voor zover
de vervreemding noodzakelijk is ter bestrijding der kosten van het faillissement, of de goederen
niet dan met nadeel voor de boedel bewaard kunnen blijven."
4 1 Van der Feltz I I 1897, p. 63-64.
42 Van der Feltz I I 1897, p . 63-64.
43 See: H R 27 August 1937, N / 1938, 9 [Nieuw Plancius) and Wessels I V 2010, § 4392.
44 G.W. van det Feltz, Geschiedenis van de 'Wet op het faillissement en de surseance van betaling, bewerkt door G.W. baron van der Feltz, deel I (1897); Heruitgave bewerkt door
S.C.J.J. Kortmann en N . E . D . Faber, Serie Onderneming en Recht, Deel 2-1, Zwolle: W.E.J.
Tjeenk Willink 1994, p. 371. See also; H R 23 december 1994, N] 1996, 628 [Notarissen
THB II).
45 G . D . Hoekstra, De positie van de pandhouder in het faiUissementsrecht, Den Haag: Boom
Juridische Uitgevers 2007, p. 58.
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stances not only focus on the monetary interests of the joint creditors, but also
has to take into account societal interests and the justified interests of the
debtor46
In the literature it has been argued that the trustee also has to take into account
the interest of third parties.'^^ Qr in other words: that the trustee should look at
the interest of all parties involved. As such, the task of the trustee could be
described as having to act in 'the interest of the estate'.'*^ That is to say a mix of
both the interest of the joint creditors_^ and that of other parties involved, with
primacy for the interests of the joint creditors.^»
As the Supervisory Judge supervises the trustee, the prevailing opinion is that the
Supervisory Judge should also take into account the interests of all parties
involved when exercising his supervision.-^" In this respect, the Dutch Suprème
Court - in the context of Section 69 DBC - has, for example, ruled that it is
sometimes necessary that the Supervisory Judge weighs the interests of the estate
and that of an individual creditor against each other.^^
The goal of bankruptcy in the Netherlands and the creditors' bargain theory
The creditors' bargain theory describes the goal of bankruptcy in a different way.
According to the creditors' bargain theory the goal is to maximize the value of
the pool of assets for the investors as a group.-^^ In this respect, a discussion
about terminology arises.-^^
The term 'investors as' a group' denotes everyone with a 'right' to the debtor's
assets under nonbankruptcy law.-''' As such, this term includes, among others,
secured creditors with a right of summary execution (separatisten) and creditors

46 See; H R 24 February 1995, NJ 1996, 472 [Sigmacon II), H R 19 Aprii 1996, NJ 1996, 727
[Maclou en Prouvost) and H R 19 December 2003, NJ 2004, 293 [Mobell) for societal mterests and H R 20 March 1981, NJ 1981, 640 [Veluwse Nutsbedrijven) for the justified interests
of the debtor. See for a recent example f r o m lower case law i n which societal interests made
that the trustee was held to ensure a decent slaughter of chickens even though this was not in
the interest of the joint creditors; President District Court of Noord-Holland, 15 August 2013,
JOR 2014, 23 [Ut Eierljortje).
47 Wessels I V 2010, § 4 0 1 2 and F M . J . Verstijlen and R . D . Vriesendorp, 'Enkele opmerkingen
over Polak-Wessels Insolventierecht (I)', WPNR (6602)
48 Wessels I V 2010, § 4171.
49 Compare; Wessels I V 2010, § 4173. See for the primacy of the interests of the creditors: HR 3
juni 1910, W 9017 [Tripels q. q.lNypels).
50 See; Wessels I V 2010, § 4012 and E M . J . Verstijlen and R . D . Vriesendorp, ^Enkele opmerkmgen ovet Polak-Wessels Insolventierecht (I)', WPNR (6602). Different: District Court of Roermond, 25 February 2004, JOR 2005, 44; District Court of Groningen, 1 December 2005,
JOR 2006, S7{Tljuiszorg Buro Holding) and District Court of Amsterdam, 15 M a y 2009,
JOR 2009, 242 [Vendenco). A l l three judgments state that the Supervisory Judge should not
take into account interests of counter parties of the debtor.
51 H R 9 June 2000, NJ 2000, 577 [Durmaz/Kramer
q.q.). Section 69 DBC gives creditors, a
committee of creditors and the debtor the possibility to object against every act of the trustee
or to obtain an order instructing the trustee to act or not act i n a certain way.
52 Jackson 1986B, p. 5.
53 See extensively about the relation between the creditors' bargain theory and the current goal
of Dutch bankruptcy law: Hoekstra 2007, p. 71-78.
54 Jackson 1986B, p. 33. As stated i n footnote 7 above 'right' is defined as the right to the
income stream generated by the firm's assets, the right to receive payment out of the assets,
or the rights to the assets upon dissolution. See: Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 100 (footnote 15).
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who have a fiduciary ownership.^^ The term 'joint creditors' does not envelop
these 'investors'.^^
Related to the term 'investors a as group' is the term 'pool of assets^. Assets are
all 'things' that make the estate of the debtor more valuable.^^ The reievant
questions under the creditors' bargain theory in this respect are: does the object
have value? And if so, to whom?^^ 'Estate' envelops the entire capital of the
debtor, which capital can also consist of interests in property.^» As such, the
terms 'assets' and 'estate' seem to be alike.
As set out above, under Dutch law a trustee should not only focus on the
monetary interests of the joint creditors, but should also take mto account
societal interests. This latter part of the task description does not seem to be m
line with the creditors' bargain theory, which clearly states that bankruptcy.
should not be concerned with introducing substantive pohcies.*" A substantive
non-bankruptcy rule should only be altered, if this preserves the value of the pool
of assets for the investors as a group.^^
However, it can be questioned whether the fact that societal interests play a role
in Dutch bankruptcies constitutes a substantive rule that deviates from nonbankruptcy law. The relevant non-bankruptcy provision in this respect is Section
6-1 of the DCC. This Section states that a debtor and creditor are required to
behave themselves toward each other in accordance with the principle of reasonableness and fairness.
The principle of reasonableness and fairness is given further siibstance in Section
3-12 DCC, This Section states that when determining what the pnnciple ot
reasonableness and fairness requires, one has to take into account general
accepted legal principles, the fundamental conceptions of law in the Netherlands
and the relevant societal and personal interests which are involved. This entails
that societal interests are not suddenly introduced as a new concept m bankruptcy. The debtor already had the obligation to take these interests mto account
outside of bankruptcy. Just as the personal interests of the debtor and the
interests of third parties.^^

55 See' Tackson 1986B, p. 91 for secured creditors. Luttikhuis does not explicitly state that these
investors are not 'joint creditors', but does set out that they do not fall under the supervision
of the trustee or the Supervisory Judge. See: A.P.K. Luttikhuis, 'De relatieve betekems van
toezicht', Tvl 2005, 56.
57 j I c k t o n \ 9 8 6 B , p'. 89. Jackson notes that an asset can also be just the interest in a property.
For example, i n case of lease of a property.
• • ,
^ c ii „ „
58 Tackson 1986B, p. 97. Hoekstia notes that rights encumbered w i t h a security interest fall under the term 'estate', but are no longer part of it after the creditor has exercised lts right of
summary execution. Hoekstia then argues that they, however, do continue to be an asset.
Hoekstra 2007, p. 72. This seems to be an incorrect mterpretation of the teim asset
59 Section 20 DBC. See also: B. Wessels, Gevolgen van faillietverklaring f l H I n s o ventierecht l i ) ,
Deventer: Kluwer 2012, § 2012, who notes that the term 'entire capital' [gehele vermogen)
and 'estate' [boedel) are both used i n the Dutch Bankruptcy Code. There seems to be no difference between these terms. Section 2 1 , 22 and 22 a DBC contam a hst of goods that are not
property of the estate. These exceptions w i l l generally not apply to corporate debtors,
60 Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 101.
61 Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 100.
,
,
.
• u
. ^ fc. ti^n^.l?
62 That the interests of third parties are to be taken mto account m the context of Section 3.12
DCC follows from: H R 20 May 1994, N] 1995, 691 [Körmeling/gemeente
Vlaardmgen).
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value and Section 101 DBC

The subject at hand is the current assessment Standard for Dutch asset sales and
whether this Standard is in line with the creditors' bargain theory and thus
ensures that the value of the pool of assets of the debtor is maximized. I have
already concluded that the goal of Dutch bankruptcies differs somewhat from
the goal of the creditors' bargain theory. As the goal of asset sales can be seen as
furthering the achievement of the goal of bankruptcy, this argument would seem
to entail that the current Standard of Section 101 DBC is also not in line with the
creditors' bargain. Or in other words: that the Standard of Section 101 DBC does
not warrant that value maximization is achieved. In this paragraph I devote
specific attention to assessing Section 101 DBC in light of the creditors' bargain
theory.
The first ground of Section 101 DBC states that asset sales are allowed to the
extent that this is necessary to cover the costs of bankruptcy. This ground seems
to be in accordance with the creditors' bargain theory. 'Bankruptcies costs money.
And, while the costs incurred in this respect, as such, do not contribute to the
eniargement of the value of the pool of assets, reimbursing them can be necessary
to achieve value maximization. For, reimbursement of these costs enables bankruptcy procedures, which, in the view of the creditors' bargain theory, provides
an economie benefit over individual debt collection.
The second ground for assets sales provided for in Section 101 DBC states that
an asset sale is allowed if and to the extent that assets could not be preserved
without loss to the estate. It follows from the Nieuw Plancius judgment that the
purpose of this ground is to "prevent prejudice to creditors by keeping, what
cannot be kept without prejudice to them".'"'' As such, the second ground of
Section 101 DBC is formulated in a negative way.^-'
Maximizing

value and Section 101 DBC: overbidding

There is limited case law with regard to the question how the grounds of Section
101 DBC should be read. The case law that is available regards the acceptance of
bids after an initial bid was accepted.
In one case the trustee had invited third parties to submit an initial bid.''* After
receiving these bids, the trustee negotiated exclusively with one bidder and
entered into an agreement with this bidder under the condition of approval of
the sale from the Supervisory Judge. When the trustee requested approval, a third
party - that had also submitted an initial bid - requested the Supervisory Judge
to withhold approval and stated that it was. willing to pay N L G 500,000 (€
227,000) more than the bidder with whom the trustee had negotiated. So,
granting the request of the third party - and denying the sale to the first buyer could result in a substantially higher yield for the assets.
63 Jackson 1982, p. 860-865.
64 H R 27 August 1937, NJ 1938, 9 [Nieuw Plancius): " . . .voorkoming van scliade voor de
schuldeischers door te bewaren, wat niet dan te hunnen nadeele bewaard kan worden...". See
also: Groene Serie Faillissemenrswet, Section 101, comment 1.
65 The predecessor of Section 101 DBC - Section 809 of the Commercial Code of 1838 - contained a positive formuiation. I t stated that the assets of a debtor that were not immediately
perishable could be sold i f it was i n the interest in the estate not to keep them in kind.
66 H R 7 September 2001, JOR 2001, 244 [Mayr-Melnlwf/Spüet
q. q.).
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But, both the Supervisory Judge and the District Court denied the request by
the 'third party. The Dutch Suprème Court approves this denial. I t first notes
that the District Court held that the trustee had not lost sight of the interest of
the estate to achieve the highest possible yield at the time he acceipted the bid
that he submitted for approval, because at that moment there was no higher
bid.67
The Suprème Court then rephrases the findings of the District Court regarding
reopening of the bidding. I t states that the judgment of the District Court should
be understood as meaning that according to the District Court it would be a
violation of the requirements of an adequate management of the estate, if a third
party could submit a higher bid - and obtain the assets - after the trustee has
reached an agreement with a certain party and dismisses the appeal.
The
Suprème Court then concludes by ruling that the District Court did not err in the
law by making this judgment; thus leaving room for the conclusion that the
District Court 'could also have ruled that the submitting of a higher bid was
possible.
In another case - that was set in the context of liability of the trustee - the
outcome was somewhat different.*» I n this case the trustee had provided.a party
with a bid book for five lots of assets. The bid book provided inter aha for a time
limit for bids, which expired without a bid from the interested party.
However, the day after the time limit had expired, the trustee and the interested party reached an agreement with regard to the lot 'work in progress'
under the condition of approval by the Supervisory Judge. The trustee requested this approval, but shortly after he had done so another party submitted a combined bid for three of the five bids, which the trustee concluded
provided for a higher yield for the lot 'work in progress'. Consequently, the
trustee informed the Supervisory Judge of the higher bid. As a result, the
Supervisory Judge refused approval for the first bid and approved the second
bid.
The first bidder then held the trustee liable for the fact that he informed the
Supervisory Judge about the second, higher bid. The District Court of Dordrecht,
however, ruled that the trustee was justified in doing so. The District Court states
that whether the trustee was allowed to take into account the second bid,
depended on the sale and purchase agreement. In this respect the Court notes
that it is the duty of the trustee to realize the highest possible yield for the assets
It further rules that the trustee was justified in considering the second bid aiid
informing the Supervisory Judge about it, both because the time limit of the bid
procedure had expired and - unlike the case discussed above - the trustee was
not in exclusive negotiations.''°
The case law described above provides limited basis for making definitive
conclusions regarding the grounds of Section 101 DBC. The cases set out above
do seem to imply that i n accepting bids in a private sale the trustee should let

67 W., r . 0 . 3.5.
69 m'strict Court of Dordrecht, 13 June 2012, / O R 2013, 147 {Noordeloos/Groot
70 M , r . 0 . 4.6-4.7.

q. q.).
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itself be guided by the highest yield possible, but that there can be situations in
which the trustee is limited i n its possibilities of taking 'overbids' into consideration. However, the exact boundaries for taking overbids into account are
unclear.
From a perspective of value maximization, it is efficiënt to allow overbids until
the Supervisory Judge approves the sale and it is finalized. Allowing overbids can
be especially useful in cases in which the first winning bid did not come about in
a level playing field or where the bidding is complicated due to the nature of the
assets and the bidding process.''^ But allowing an overbid in other cases is, in
principle, also justified, because it helps realize value maximization.^^ In this
respect, allowing the original winning bidder to overbid the overbidder is also
justified. This provides an opportunity for the original bidder to submit an even
higher bid and generate an even higher yield.''^
At the same time the allowance of overbids could be construed as being inefficiënt in the long run. For simply allowing overbids to be taken into account
under all circumstances may lead to a situation in vvhich bidders are discouraged
to submit their highest bid d i r e c t l y . T h e y will simply wait until the bid process
has ended and then submit a slightly higher bid. As such, if i t is clear that the
overbidder simply waited to see what happened and only then submitted an
overbid, the overbid should not be allowed.^^ Even i f that bid is higher than the
original winning bid.
Allowance of overbids that are only slightly higher than the original bid, will
most likely also lead to inefficiënt resuhs in the long run and is 'penny wise and
pound foolish'.^* As allowing will undermine confidence of bidders in the original bidding process.
4. Creditors with a right of summary execution and asset sales
4.1 The right of summary

execution

Section 57 DBC states that a creditor with a right of pledge [pandrecht) or right
of mortgage [hypotheekrecht) can exercise his rights as i f there were no bankruptcy. This means that if the debtor is in default with the observance of an

71 See in tliis respect: ln re Corporate Assets, 368 F.3d 761, 771 (U.S. 7th Cir.2004) and In re
Financial Neivs Networlt, 980 F.2d 165 (U.S. 2nd Cir. 1992). I n these cases the unievel
playing field respectively the complicated bidding procedures were used as an argument to
allow overbids.
72 Compare under U. S. bankruptcy law: In re Corporate Assets, 368 E3 d 761, 767 (U.S. 7th
Cir.2004), in which the Court of Appeals acknowledged i n the context of an overbid that the
securing of the highest price for the bankruptcy estate is the governing principle.
73 Compare: In re Muscongus Bay, 597 E 2 d 11, 13 (U.S. Ist Cir. 1979), in which the overbidder
was not simply declared the winner, but the bid period was extended after an overbid was
received.
74 Compare: Visser 2013, p. 99-100. See also: In re Corporate Assets, 368 E3 d 761, 767
(U.S. 7th Cir.2004).
^
,
75 Compare: In re Food Barn, 107 E3 d 558 (U.S. 8th Cir. 1997): " . . .we are comforrable that
this is not a situation i n which a potential buyer purposely bided its time during the auction,
taking an opportunity to survey the landscape of the sale, only later to submit an upset bid at
the lowest possible price."
76 See: In re Gil-Bern, 526 E 2 d 627, 629 (U.S. Ist Cir. 1975), i n which the order confirming the
overbid as winning bid was set aside.
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obligation for which the right of pledge or mortgage serves as security the
pledgee or mortgagee is entitled to summarily execute its rights and sell the
encumbered assets/^
For creditors with a right of summary execution the advantage of such a right is
threefold-^^ i) faster payment on their claim, ii) no need to contribute tovvards
the costs of the banlcruptcy [algemene faillissementskosten),''^ and; iii) the ability
to influence the process of the asset sale.
The default rule for summary execution is a sale of the encurnbered asset at a
public auction.»° The pledgee or mortgagee may bid at this sale.
Dutch law also provides for the possibility of a summary execution in the form
of a private sale. In case of a right of pledge both the pledgee and the trustee can
- uniess contractually excluded - file a request at the District Court and request
the Judge for Preliminary Reliëf [voorzieningenrechter) to permit a private sale.
Such a possibility also exists in case of a right of mortgage, but in that case a
draft-agreement has to be presented to the judge at the time the request is made
and the possibility of a private sale cannot be excluded. j ^ case of a nght ot
pledge it is also possible that the Judge for PreUminary Reliëf - at the request ot
the pledgee - permits the pledgee to become owner of the assets m exehange for
an amount set by the judge.
If the pledgee and the trustee both concur, they can also agree on a different
method of sale of the pledged assets.^^ W i t h regard to this possibihty the Dutch
Suprème Court has ruled that i f a pledgee wishes to sell the pledged assets by
means of private sale and requests the trustee to consent to this, the trustee
should let its permission depend on the question whether this sale is expected to

See: section 3 : 2 4 8 DCC for the right of pledge and 3 : 2 6 8 DCC for the right of mortgage Section 7 : 5 4 DCC provides separate rule for the execution of a right of pledge under a financial
collateral agreement {financiële zelierheidsovereenkomst).
I w i l l not discuss a pledge based on
such an agteement any further. Pursuant to Section 3 : 2 3 5 DBC it is prohibited for the pledgee
or mortgagee to contract a clause that makes it possible to encroach the encmnbered assets.
The goal of this rule is to prevent that a value surplus above the clain. of the secured^oreditor
- i f a creditor is oversecured - goes to the secured creditor. See: H . J . Snijders and E.B. RankBerenschot, Goederenrecht, Deventer: Kluwer 2 0 1 2 , p. 4 4 1 .
.
...
7 8 Groene Serie Privaatrecht, Section 5 7 DBC, comment 2 . The third advantage is described as
'control over the price for which the asset is sold'. However, this is primarily true m private
sales. The secured creditor does have the ability to steef the process of the asset sale.
7 9 Section 1 8 2 DBC excludes creditors w i t h a right of execution that exetcise their right under
Section 5 7 DBC f r o m contributing towards the costs of bankruptcy.
8 0 Section 3 : 2 5 0 ( 1 ) for the right of pledge and 3 : 2 6 8 ( 1 ) for the nght of mortgage. Section
3 - 2 5 0 ( 2 ) piovides that if the pledged asset is marketable on a commodity market or exehange,
the public auction may take place on that market w i t h assistance of an intermediary who is
active on this market or exehange, under conditions and usages that apply to an ordinary sale
on that market or exehange.
, „ i.
tr- ^ „ , n ^ ^ t -?
8 1 See: section 3 : 2 5 0 ( 3 ) for the holder of a right of pledge and Parhamentary History Book 3
DCC, p. 8 2 6 for the holder of a right of mortgage.

77

83

film

Section
DCC. Unlike Section 3 : 2 5 1 DBC, Section 3 : 2 6 8 DBC does not provide that
the possibility of a private sale can be contractually excluded Such a contractual clause therefore would therefore qualify as invalid. Compare: AsserA^an Mierlo & Van Velten 3 - V I
2010/393.

8 4 Section 3 : 2 5 1 ( 1 ) DCC.
85

i

u

A

v ^U. t i m p

Section 2 : 2 5 1 ( 2 ) . According to this section such an agreement may only be made at the time
the pledgee is allowed to use its right of summary execution.
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generate the highest yield. I t is also possible that the pledgee and the trustee
agree that the trustee will sell the encumbered assets and pay the sale price to the
pledgee.^^ This possibility also exists with regard to mortgaged assets.^^ Such an
agreement, however, does require permission by the Supervisory Judge, as this is
a sale based on Section 101 and 176 DBC.^^
4.2 Section 101 DBC and creditors with right of summary

execution

As stated in § 4.1 the right of summary execution can still be exercised during a
bankruptcy. The 'investors' that have such a right can therefore interfere in the
asset deployment process and, for example, prevent a going-concern sale of
assets that is value maximizing for the investors as a group by selling an encumbered asset piecemeal.^" Should these investors be allowed to act in such a way?
The answer to this question is negative.
The right of summary execution in bankruptcy seems to be in clear breach with
the first principle of the creditors' bargain theory, which states that bankruptcy
law should stop investors from taking individual actions that are aimed at
protecting, the position of that individual investors and which prevent value
maximization for the investors as a group.
However, Dutch law provides the holder of a security interest with a right of
summary execution outside of a bankruptcy situation.^^ Outright abolishing the
right of summary execution could therefore result in a breach of the second
principle of the creditors' bargain theory.^^ This principle states that changing
substantive rights in bankruptcy is only allowed i f this maximizes the value of
the pool of assets for the investors as a group.
If the incentives of the secured creditor and the investors as a group are aligned,
there is no reason to limit the right of summary execution of the creditor. If this
is value maximizing, the secured creditor should be permitted to sell the encumbered assets by means of a public auction or private sale. In this respect, it seems
correct that a trustee should make its decision whether or not to consent to a
private sale based on the question whether this sale is expected to generate the
highest yield.^-' I f the incentives are aligned, the secured creditor and trustee can
even consent to let the trustee sell the encumbered asset together with other
assets in a private going-concern sale and achieve value maximization for the
investors as a group in this way.

86 H R 8 Aprii 1984, N J 1984, 434 (Yan Gend & Loos/Lips q. q.). Tlie Suprème Court farther
ruled that the trustee cannot let its decision depend on whether or not the pledgee wishes to
pay a part of the costs of the bankruptcy.
87 See: H R 25 February 2011, N J 2012, 74 (ING Bank/Hielkema
q. q.).
88 H R 1 September 1978, N] 1980, 345; H R 28 June 1985, NJ 1985, 887 [Lier q.q./NMB) and
H R 13 March 1987, NJ 1988, 556 [Spruit cf. q./ABN).
89 Tekst & Commentaar Insolventierecht, Section 57 DBC.
90 I n this Article I limit myself to interference i n the sale process by creditors with a right of
summary execution.
91 Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 100 and Hoekstra 2007, p. 80.
92 See; Section 3:248 DCC for the right of pledge and Section 3:268 D C C for the right of mortgage.
93 See also; Hoekstra 2007, p. 81.
94 Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 100.
95 H R 8 April 1984, NJ 1984, 434 {Van Gend & Loos/Lips q. q.).
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Problems arise, however, if the interests of the seeured ereditor and he mves or
as a group are not aligned. In this respect, there are at least thiee types ot
s k u a t S n which the seemed creditor can prevent value maximization and a
change O subltantive rights is warranted.^* The first is when the assets are worth
more together than if fold separately.^^ Sale of a single asset by the secured
S 3 tor can decrease the going-concern value of the «^h- assets The s^^^^^^^^^^
when the secured creditor has no incentive to achieve the highest possibie yield
SrTn asset Fo example, if a higher ranked creditor has a claim that exceeds the
value of the encumbered asset.^^ The third example of a -tuation m wh^h
secured creditor can prevent value maximization is if the asset is worth more
T a n t e cSm of the'secured creditor. I n this case there is also no incentive for
the secured creditor to achieve the highest possible yield.
I note in this respect that an incentive exists for a secured creditor to sell an
e n c u X e d asset'as quickly as possible^ if waiting does not provide for a h^he
sale orice For a secured creditor will incur costs to preserve an asset that the
Ï u r X e d i t o r can generally not use in its business.i"» Furthermore, the secured
S t o o r incurs costs when it waits with a sale, because it will receive a nommally
q t l an^^unt of money at a later point in time; which means that the amount
reSved has less 'purchasing power'.^o^ The secured creditor also incurs «sks,
such as the risk that an encumbered asset decreases in value.
If a situation exists in which a private going-concern asset sale is ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
ing and the secured creditor does not wish to participate
s^ch a sale the
ti4tee can request the Judge for Preliminary Rehef to ^Uow the sal .
How
ever this possibility can be contractually excluded m case of a right of pledge
ald does not make it possibk that a public going-concern auction isforcedupon
the s Ï S e d Leditor. R further does not prevent that the secured - d i t o r extrac s
a part of the value surplus realized by a gomg-concern sale in exehange for its
' 1 0 4 .

cooperation.-'"^
In light of the possibility of a secured creditor to interfere with the interests of the
L ê Ï o r s as a group, a complete abolishment for creditors with a right of sunamary
èrcutTonriight of the creditors' bargain theory has been proposed m the Dutch
Qfi See- Luttikhuis 2004 p. 282 and J . M . Hummelen, 'Het faillissementsakkoord De efficiëntie
vfn' L w S k e regeUng onderzocht vanuit het perspectief van de creditors'bargam theorie' T v l ' o i Ï P 168. There are more examples than these three situations. For e x a m p i
Ae'secured creditor wishes to eliminate the debtor as competition for another company it
finances.
98 S T a m i t Z e c l a i i ^ f t h e taxing authority on bodemzaken.

This claim supersedes that

S s S t f S t i : ^ : ï s : d i ^ ? - ^ = ^ ^
100

HTÖfurDfSrL^'- een insolvente

onderneming,

Deventer; Kluwer

1^98,

101 Thes°e costs are called time value costs. See; Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 114. See also; Hoek-

stra 2007, 86-87.
102 See; Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 121-125.
Insolventiewet en de creditors' bargain , NJB

2009, 229.
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literature.^°^ The question, however, is whether such a complete abolishment is
necessary. Perhaps current Dutch law already provides for the possibility to 'override' a secured creditor in situations in which exercising this right would prevent
value maximization without completely abolishing the right bf summary execution. In this respect, three provisions come to mind: i) Section 58 DBC, providing
the trustee with an ability to give a secured creditor a certain amount of time to
exercise its rights, ii) Section 63 a DBC, which provides for a cooling-off period
[afkoelingsperiode) with regard to security interests and iii) Section 3:13 DCC,
which contains the doctrine of abuse of power [misbruik van bevoegdheid).
Reasonable time limit of Section 58 DBC
According to Section 58(1) DBC the trustee can set a 'reasonable time hmit'
[redelijke termijn) for creditors with a right of pledge or mortgage to exercise
their right of summary execution.^"* I f the creditor has not exercised its rights
timely, the trustee can sell the assets under Section 101 and 176 DBC. In this
case, the secured creditor keeps its position as preferred creditor, but has to share
in the costs of the bankruptcy.^"''
According to case law the possibility of setting a time limit serves to ensure an
expeditious settlement of the bankruptcy.
The Pariiamentary History further
states that the possibility of Section 58(1) DBC also has the function of protecting the estate against declining prices.
With regard to selling encumbered assets, I argue that - as a principle - under
Dutch law a trustee can still sell assets that are encumbered with a security
interest, even i f the trustee has set a time limit under Section 58 DBC^^" Under
Section 101 DBC the trustee is entitled to sell assets of the estate. This provision
does not make an exception for encumbered assets. The security interests simply
follow the asset that is being sold following the principle of droit de suite.''-^^
However, if the trustee does not respect the right of summary execution of the
secured creditor and the right of pledge is extinguished because of third party
protection, the trustee can probably be held liable for damages incurred by the

105 Hoekstra 2007, p. 81-82 and 126. See for proponents of abolishing the right of summary
execution outside the context of the creditors' bargain theory: N . W. M . van den Heuvel, Zekerheid en voorrang, Den Haag: Boom Juridische Uitgevers 2004, p. 180-184 and J.J. van
Hees, 'Herziening van het insolventierecht: een kwestie van denken én doen', Tvl 1997,
p. 105-106.
j
, ,
,
106 See about the question whether the secured creditor has to have completed only the sale or
both the sale and transfer within the set time limit: T.T. van Zanten en F.J.L. Kaptein,
'Rechtsuitoefening in de zin van att. 58 lid 1 Fw: wat moet de separatist allemaal binnen de
termijn doen?'TyJ 2013, 10.
107 Section 182 DBC. This w i l l general result i n a substantially lower payout on the claim of the
preferred creditor.
108 H R 11 April 2008, NJ 2008, 222 (Cantor/Arts q.q.), r.o. 3.6: ' ( . . . ) de termijnstelling
strekt
tot een voortvarende afwikkeling van de hoedel." This was also rhe goal under previous law:
Van der Feltz 1 1897, p. 476.
109 S.C.J.J. Kortmann and N . E . D . Faber (eds.). Geschiedenis van de Faillissementswet. Wetswijzigingen, Serie Onderneming en Recht deel 2-III, Zwolle: W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink 1995,
p. 170
110 See: S.C.J.J. Kortmann and N . E . D . Faber, 'Pand, hypotheek en fixaüebegmsel' m; J.C. van
Apeldoorn et al, Onzekeie zekerheid, Deventer: Kluwer 2001, p. 149. They seem to require
'compelling circumstances'.
111 Snijders and Rank-Berenschot 2012, p. 379.
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secured creditor in tiiis respect."^ For, tiie trustee needs to respect the rights of
the secured creditor.^^^
For assets with a right of pledge, this means that the trustee can only sell the •
assets encumbered with the security interest."^ This will likely depress the value
of the assets, as a purchaser will be reluctant to buy an encumbered asset that
forms part of a going-concern asset sale and that can be summarily sold, because
of failure of the seller to fulfill its obhgations. The need to respect the nght of
summary execution also entails that the secured creditor should not have to share
in the costs of bankruptcy in case of a sale by the trustee before the time hmit of
Section 58 DBC expires."'
With regard to the right of mortgage, Section 188 DBC provides that that right
will be extinguished upon a sale by the trustee."* As such, the trustee, is not
entitled to sell an asset encumbered with a right of mortgage before a time limit
under Section 58 DBC has expired."^
A question is whether the trustee is entitled to set a reasonable time limit, if the
value of the encumbered assets is not declining and the secured creditor is not
wavering with regard to using its rights. The view that such decline or wavenng
is necessary has been defended in the literature."» It can also be found in a
judgment of the District Court of Amsterdam."^
However, based on the recent G/ewcore-judgment I conclude that setting a time
limit can also be justified i f the secured creditor is not wavering in the execution
of its rights. In this case a large part of the unencumbered assets of the debtor
had aheady been sold. Even so, the Dutch Suprème Court ruled that if a creditor
with a right of summary execution does not enforce this right withm the timeframe set by the trustee - inter alia in a situation in which the secured creditor
cannot be blamed for failure to timely enforce his rights or in which enforcement
turns out to be reasonably not possible - the trustee can extend the time hmit for
enforcement, but is not obligated to do so.^^o It then dismisses the appeal. And,
although this judgment has been made in the context in the extension of a time
limit, I argue that the same rule applies in the setting of the original time hmit.

112
113
114
115

116
117
118

119
120
121

Kortmann and Faber 2001, p. 150.
Van den Heuvel 2004, p. 18.
Uniess the time limit of Section 58 DBC has expired.
,
j
Kortmann and Faber 2001, p. 150. See different: R.J. van Galen, 'Het primaat van de pandhouder', in: S.C.J.J.' Kortmann et al., Onderneming
en vijf par meuw burgerliilt recht,
Zwolle: W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink 1997, p. 593.
. .,
r i j
u
^
See for an argument arguing f o r applicability of Section 188 DBC m case of a nght of pledge based
onhistoric grounds; Van Galen 1997, p. 598-600. The text of Section 188 DBCis, however, clear
and lamnotconvincedthattheextensiveinterpretationthatVanGalenadvocatesisnght.
^
Compare; Kortmann and Faber 2001, p. 150. A n exception is i f the mortgagee agrees with
the sale and the sale qualifies as a summary execution based on Section 3:251(2) DBC.
See: C.E. Goosmann and R . A . Couperus, 'Misbruik van art. 58 l i d 1 FW; een redelijke termijn voor de separarist', T v l 2012, no. 12 and D . Winkel and S.A.H.J. Warnnga, Ue termijnstelhng van art. 58 Fw', FIP 2013, no. 1, p. 19.
Rb. Amsterdam, 16 M a y 2012, JOR 2013, 119 [Zetteler q. q./ING Banii), r. o. 4.2.
H R 20 December 2013, RvdV/ 2014, 131 [Glencore), i. o. 4.6 2.
.,, ,
,
,
A trustee w i l l , however, not be able to set a valid time limit, i f it is impossible for the secured
creditor to exercise its rights within this timeframe. See: H R 3 June 1994,
I f ï J , J'tU
[Antillen/Komdeur
q.q.). This judgment regarded the Antilles version of Section 58 UBU as
it applied until 1992. See f o r a judgment under current law w i t h the same conclusion: Court
of Appeals 's-Hertogenbosch, 28 June 1995, NJ 1996, 208 (Generali/Niederer q. q.).
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Meaning tliat the setting of a time limit by a trustee is allowed, even if the
secured creditor has not been negligent in the enforcement of its rights.
I am critical of the possibility of setting a time limit as provided for in Section
58 DBC. The possibilities of Section 58 DBC and the Suprème Court judgment
ili Glencore do not solve the problem of suboptimal value realization because
a creditor uses its right of summary execution too expediënt. It also does not
provide the trustee with an option to sell the encumbered asset in a quick
going-concern sale free and clear of encumberments during the time frame set
under Section 58 DBC. Furthermore, under Glencore the right of summary
execution can simply be made unenforceable by setting a time limit. This is in
conflict with the creditors' bargain theory, which provides that making a right
of summary execution unenforceable is only warranted in case this provides
for value maximization. This is not necessarily the case, because a set time
limit expires.i^^ Finally, after the time limit of Section 58 DBC has expired, a
secured creditor will have to contribute towards the costs of bankruptcy.
However, it does not have to pay such costs outside of bankruptcy. This can
provide for an incentive for the secured creditor to execute on the assets too
soon to prevent incurring these c o s t s . W h i c h results in a suboptimal value
for the assets.
Cooling-off period of Section 63 a DBC
Another tooi that the trustee has under Dutch law is Section 63 a DBC. Section
63 a DBC provides for the possibility of the promulgation of a cooling-off period
(afkoelingsperiode) for a period of two months by the Supervisory Judge.^^-^
Such a promulgation can be done ex officio or on the request of a party in
interest.
The consequence of such a promulgation is that the right of third
parties - which includes secured creditors - to seek recourse against assets of the
estate or against assets which are under the control of the debtor or trustee is
s t a y e d . S o , a secured creditor temporarily cannot execute its right of summary
execution.
The goal of a cooling-off period is to provide the trustee with time. Time to
survey the assets of the debtor and time to research the possibilities of a goingconcern sale.i^» As such, the cooling-off period prevents - according to the
Pariiamentary History - that third parties remove assets from the debtor's estate

122 This is especially true i n light of the Glencore judgment, as the setting of the time limit does
not have to have a relation with a decline of value or a wavering secured creditor.
123 Section 182 DBC.
124 Hoekstra 2007, p. 83. •
125 The period can be extended once for another two months. Section 63a(l) DBC.
126 Section 63a(l) DBC. The cooling-off period can also be promulgated on the request of a
creditor or the debtor by the District Court at the time the debtor is declared bankrupt. Section 63a(4) DBC.
127 Section 63a(l) DBC. Third parties includes inter alia secured creditors, parties with a retention of title and the fisc. See: Groene Serie Faillissementswet, Section 63 a DBC, Comment
4. Excluded from the cooling-off period are creditors with an estate claim {boedelsclmldeisers) and assets which are pledged under a financial collateral agreement. See: Section é3a(l)
and 63 d DBC.
128 Pariiamentary History Wijziging Rv e. a. w. (Inv. 3,5, 6), p. 414. See, for example, also: District Court Almelo, 27 June 2001, JOR 2001, 219 [Fleuregio Bloemen en Planten , in which
it was held that the cooling-off period does not only serve to take stock of which assets
belong to the debtor.
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immediately after the declaration of bankruptcy, because of fear that others will
also do this.i^^
The stay of a secured creditor seems to be in accordance with the credkors'
bargain theory. The stay is limited to situations in which there is a possibihty of a
non-piecemeal - and thus value adding - sale of assets. However, if a right of
summary execution needs to be stayed for a period longer than four months m
order to provide value maximization, the possibilities that Section 63 a DBC
offers are insufficiënt.
Furthermore, because Section 63 a DBC is only applicable in bankruptcy, an
incentive can exist for a secured creditor to execute its right prior to the declaration of bankruptcy. For example, because of an increased risk of value decline of
the secured asset during the cooling-off period. This incentive and the resuhing
execution may prevent value maximization. In order to off-set this incentive, the
creditors' bargain theory prescribes that the value of the right of the secured
creditor whose right of summary execution is stayed has to be respected.
This
can be done by giving the secured creditor a compensation for costs of delayed
payout on his claim and a risk premium for the risks incurred in a deferred
sale.131 Such compensation is currently not provided for in the Dutch Bankruptcy
Code. " 2
Finally, the prevailing opinion in the literature is that during a cooling-off period
a trustee is, in principle, not entided to use or sell assets which are encumbered
with a security interest."^ j j i i s opinion seems to be confirmed by the Dutch
Suprème Court judgment in Van der Hel q. qJEdonP^
In this judgment the
Suprème Court held that cooled-off assets in principle are not lost, so the rightful
claimant can exercise its powers after the cooling-off period has ended.^^^ In any
event, Section 63 a DBC does not make it possible that a secured creditor is
forced to consent to a value maximizing sales method.
Abuse of power
Another relevant provision for the discussion regarding creditors with a right of
summary execution is Section 3:13 DCC. Paragrap. 1 of Section 3:13 DCC
provides that a person who has a certain right may not invoke that right if this

129 Pariiamentary History Wijziging Rv e. a. w. (Inv. 3,5, 6), p. 414.
130 Jackson 198éB, p. 59.
, ,
,
xj i
131 See further about ways to respect the value of the right of the secured creditor; Hoekstia
2007, p. 85-90.
132 Except for the time value costs of oversecured claims. See; Section 128 DBC.
133 See inter alia: Van der Aa 2007, p. 40 and E M . J . Verstijlen, De faillissementscurator, Deventer: Kluwer 1998, p. 195. See different; S.C.J.J. Kortmann, 'De afkoelingsperiode yan artikel
63a Fw; ondoordachte wetgeving', in; Financiering en aansprakelijkheid, Zwolle; W.E.J.
Tjeenk Willink 1994, p. 152-154 ; A . L . Leuftink, Surseance van betaling, Deventer: Kluwer
1995, p. 118 and J.J. van Hees, Leasing, Zwolle; W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink, p. 179.
134 H R 16 October 1998, NJ 1998, 986 (Va«i/er H e / ^ . g . / E r f o « ) .
,
,
.
135 l d . , r.0. 3.7. 'De hiervoor bedoelde goederen gaan i n beginsel met verloren, zodat de rechthebbenden hun bevoegdheden na het verstrijken van de afkoelingsperiode alsnog kunnen uitoefenen.' I t has been defended that circumstances can make that there are exceptions to this
rule. See inter alia; W . J . M . van Andel, 'Afkoelen en warmhouden', WPNR 2008 6760),
p. 506-511 w i t h reference to H R 19 December 2003, N J 2004, 293 (Mobell/Interplan). Insofar as this is the case, such an exception should not be based on 'new' societal mteiests, as
these interests are not to be taken into account under the third principle of lhe creditors
bargain theory. See: Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 103.
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means an abuse of power {misbruik van bevoegdheid). Such abuse can inter alia
be present if: i) it is exercised with no other purpose than to damage another or
with another purpose than for which it is granted; or ii) when a party, given the
disparity between the interests served in using the right and the interests that are
damaged, could not have reasonably made use of its right.^^*
In the context of creditors with a right of summary execution abuse of power is
usually invoked in the context of the second ground. This entails that a secured
creditor is entitled to execute its rights i n case of default, uniess there is such a
disproportion between the interests of the secured creditor and the debtor that
the secured creditor cannot reasonably execute its rights.^^^
It follows from Pariiamentary History that there is an abuse of power if no rightminded person could have reasonably exercised its powers.^^s ^buse of power is
therefore only present in special circumstances.
Case law provides both examples of success and failure i n invoking Section 3:13
DCC i n respect of preventing summary execution. In a case from the District
Court in Amsterdam from 2009, for example, the judge ruled that in light of the
circumstances that the debt of the debtor would further increase and that it was
uncertain when the real estate market would recover, the secured creditor could
exercise its rights."o Despite the fact that the debtor would be left with a residual
debt from the secured loan. In 2013, however, the same District Court ruled that
the secured creditor could not exercise its rights. I n this case the debtor would be
left with a sizeable residual debt after execution, while its total outstanding
amount of debt was manageable. In light of this and the economie crisis, the
judge ruled that a secured credhor has to go to the extreme to prevent a public
auction of the secured property.
As such, Section 3:13 DCC - which is also applicable in bankruptcy - provides
a judge with the opportunity to curtail secured creditors in situations in which
summary execution would prevent value maximization. However, I would not
deem Section 3:13 DCC a suitable tooi to 'override' a secured creditor in the
exercise of its rights, if this interferes with value maximization for the investors
as a group. I see Section 3:13 DCC as providing the judge with the opportunity
to correct unacceptable behavior. A secured creditor that acts m its own
interests, tries to exercise its rights and i n the course prevents value maximization does not qualify, i n my opinion, as behavior that no right-minded person
would display. Furthermore, as with the cooling-off period, the value of the
right of the secured creditor whose right of summary execution is stayed has to
be respected and the secured creditor will have to be compensated.
This

136 Section 3:13(2) DCC.
o
,
r
,
r>u
137 I . Visser, 'Uitstel van executie', MvV 2009, no. 7/8, p. 179. See also, for example: Vzr. Rb.
Adam, 13 May 2013, JOR 2013, 227 (X/Sparck Hypotheken)
r. o. 4 . 1 .
138 PG Inv Boek 3 BW, p. 1040. See also: Conclusion of the Advocate-General before HR 2U
December 2013, R v i W 2014, 79 at 2.19.
,,„om^
.oon
139 Conclusion of the Advocate-General before H R 20 December 2013, RvdW 2014, 79 at 2.20.
140 Vzr. Rb. Adam, 8 October 2009, ECLI: NL:RBAMS:2009:BK1877 , ^ ^
^
141 Vzr. Rb. Adam, 13 May 2013, JOR 2013, 227 [X/Sparck Hypotheken)
See, however: District Court Gelderland, 2 October 2013, case number C/05/251268 K G Z A 13-539 (unpubhshed) as quoted in: S.E. Bartels, 'Crisis, huis onder water en coulance , NTBR 2014, 6, in
which the District Court held that an economie crisis is no reason for more clemency
142 Jackson 1986B, p. 59.
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compensation, as stated, liowever, is currently not provided for in the Dutch
Bankruptcy Code.
4.3 Overriding the secured creditor
A security right has two functions: i) giving the secured creditor special powers
for recovery of its claim and; ii) a preferential status.^'^^ The question is if and to
what extent the special powers for recovery of the secured creditor - i.e. the right
of summary execution - should be altered.-^'*'*
A secured creditor - as a rational actor - will act in its own interests and may
execute its right of summary execution. This is logical and, in principle, allowed.
However, such use of the right of summary execution may prevent value maximization. Piecemeal sale of an asset may, for example, prevent the debtor from
continuing production of certain goods or services.^''^ Furthermore, the secured
creditor can negotiate a compensation for its consent to allow the trustee to sell
the encumbered asset in a going-concern sale. The secured creditor is, however,
not entitled to part of the surplus of a going-concern sale over a piecemeal sale,
as it could only sell the assets piecemeal had it made use of its rigiits of summary
execution.^'*''
Under the creditors' bargain theory substantive 'non-bankruptcy' rights should
be respected as much as possible in bankruptcy.^'^^ Abolishing the right of
summary execution should therefore be seen as a final resort. In this respect I
have assessed three options that a trustee currently has under in Dutch law. As
set out in § 4.2, however, these tools are insufficiënt to 'override' a secured
creditor in all situations in which such an override is warranted under the
creditors' bargain theory.
I propose the following. The secured creditor keeps its right of summary execution in bankruptcy. However, a safeguard is introduced to ensure that the
encumbered assets are deployed in a value maximizing way and the secured
creditor is not able to extract 'compensations' to which it is not entitied..
The safeguard would be that both the secured creditor and the trustee are given
the power and duty to request prior approval of an auction or sale of an
encumbered asset from the Supervisory Judge under Section 101 DBC.^''» As
such, both the secured creditor and the trustee ean try and close the sale they
deem the best sale possible. The Supervisory Judge can then assess the sale
under Section 101 DBC in light of the framework set out in § 3.3 and approve
or disapprove of the sale, after which it would be able to instruct a secured

143 See: Van den Heuvel 2004, p. 55.
144 The justification for secured credit and its preferred status are not relevant f o r bankruptcy
law. This matter (as well as the efficiency of secured credit) are to be dealt with i n non-bankruptcy law. Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 110-111.
145 Compare: F.M.J. Verstijlen, 'Stelling: de separatistenpositie voor zekerheidsgerechtigden
moet worden afgeschaft', Tvl 2005, 14.
146 Verstijlen 2005.
147 Baird and Jackson 1984, p. 100. See also: Jackson 1986B, p. 152, which states: "Respecting
the rights themselves is the most accurate way of respecting the underlying value ( . . . ) . "
148 The need for approval would be mandatory and contractual exclusion impossible.. This is a
deviation f r o m Section 3:251(1) DBC. I deem the procedural change - Supervisory Judge
instead of Judge for Preliminary Reliëf - justified i n light of the fact that the Supervisory
Judge also makes an assessment of sales of unencumbeied assets under Section 101 DBC.
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creditor or trustee to consent to a certain method of sale.^"*^ As such, the
Supervisory Judge would be able to see to value maximization for the investors
as a group.
If the outcome of the procedure before the Supervisory Judge is that the secured
creditor cannot exercise its right of summary execution, the value of the right of
the secured creditor should be respected. This entails that the secured creditor
receives the value of the encumbered asset as if it would have been sold piecemeal
minus the costs of the sale that the secured creditor does not have to conduct
increased with a reimbursement of time value costs, a risk premium and if
applicable costs incurred for preserving the asset.-^-'^ The secured creditor would
not have to share in the costs of bankruptcy, as it would not have to pay those
costs if it had executed its right of summary execution.
5. Method of sale
5.1 Statutory framework for the method of sale
Under Section 101 and 176 DBC the trustee can sell assets both by means of a
public auction and a private sale. Explicit approval from the Supervisory Judge
for a sale is only required in case of a private sale.^^^ The Pariiamentary History
jrovides that approval in case of a public auction was deemed unnecessary,
jecause 'a disadvantage is not to be e x p e c t e d ' . j f tj^e trustee is not able to sell
the assets quickly or the assets cannot be sold at all, the trustee can dispose of the
assets in' a way that is to be approved by the Supervisory Judge.^-'^ This entails,
for example, giving the assets to a local thrift store or disposing of them as
waste. ^•^'^
The Dutch Bankruptcy Code nor case law contains further rules regarding the
structure of the bid process or the sale method that is to be used.-^^-' Neither are
such rules laid down in the Pariiamentary History of the Dutch Bankruptcy
Code. The Pariiamentary History merely seems to imply that, in order for a sale
to qualify as a public auction, i t needs to be conducted by a public servant
[ambtenaar).In
the literature such a requirement is also generally ac149 See § 5 for the choice made by the trustee between a public auction and a private sale. This
paragraph also applies to the choice made by rhe secured creditor.
150 I realize that it would be costly to calculate the time value costs and risk premium on a caseby-case basis. However, a tooi can probably be developed that can calculate the amount of
these reimbursements based on metadata about the value of money and risk assessments.
151 Section 176(1) DBC. See also above i n § 3.1.
152 Van der Feltz I I 1897, p. 64-65: 'moeilijk nadeel is te duciiten'. I n a public auction the supervision is given shape by means of the general, continuing supervision that a Supervisory
Judge exercises. The Parliamentaiy History also states that it is to be expected of a trustee
that he confers w i t h the Supervisory Judge in case of a public auction.
153 Section 176(2) DBC.
154 This, of course, w i l l ónly happen i f the assets have no or very limited value.
155 Compare: Van Daal 2011, p. 208 and 211.
156 Van der Fekz I I 1897, p. 231. The Pariiamentary History refers to Section 853 and 857 Code
of Commerce 1838 (o d), which Sections provided that a public servant was a requirement
for a public auction. See for a discussion regarding the question what constitutes a public
auction f r o m before the date of the entry into force of the Dutch Bankruptcy Code between
R and Cd. Reeling Knap: WPNR 1249 (1893); 1250 (1893); 1253 (1893); 1255 (1894);
1257 (1894) and 1259 (1894). Examples of a public servant are a bailiff {deurwaarder) and
civil law notary {notaris)., H . F. A. Völlmar, Het Nederlandse iiandels- en faillissementsrecirt,
Haarlem: H . D . Tjeenk Willink & Zoon 1961, p. 825.
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5.2 Public auctions in the context ofa summary

execution

1961, p. 825.
158 Compare: Visser 2013, p. 92-93.
lfo S o n S - f f i u t c h Code of Civil Proeedure.
161 Section 94(2) DBC.
162 Section 97 DBC.
163 Section 107 DBC.
164 Section 73 a DBC.
c J w / o n f l ' ; 1 ^ fTomeii I ) , in which it was held
165 See: Dutch Suprème Court 2 1 J
^j,^^^^^^
requirement of more
by the Suprème Court that the District Court had correctly uted ttiat a q
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sale.^<^** This latter option was introduced in 1992, because a pubhc auction
was in practice not deemed the most suitable way of selling an asset.^^^
A n advantage of the public auction is that it takes place in public and that
everyone can enter an offer. This reduces the risk of price manipulation and
should ensure that the asset ends up with the party that assigns i t the highest
value.1''° ITowever, a summary execution by means of a private sale is by far
more popular than a pubhc auction. There are at least two reasons for this: i)
public auctions often generate a lower yield than the market value and; ii) the
high costs of a public auction.
With regard to the lower yield, empirical research has shown that on average a
public auction generates a suljstantially lower yield than the market value of
the asset with regard to real estate.
In 2007 Ferwerda et al. reported a yield
of 70% of the market value of the asset.^''^ In 2008 Bronnen reported a value
of real estate in case of public auction that is 37% lower than the market
value.
Ferwerda et al. argue that the difference they found can be attributed to inter alia
the fact that a buyer in a public foreclosure sale assumes more risk than a buyer
in a regular sale, the absence of private individuals, the exploitation of illegal
activities and tenant protections.^'''* Interestingly enough, they note that the
difference can also be attributed to the fact that the system of public auction is
sensitive to price manipulation.^" That a risk of price manipulation exists, is
also shown by research on this subject by the Dutch competition authority. The
N M a , as it was then called, fined 14 real estate traders for violating cartel
restrictions in 2 0 1 1 . I n 2013 they fined another 65 traders for violation of
cartel restrictions.
The Dutch Minister for Safety and Justice has acknowledged that a private sale
usually generates a higher yield than a public foreclosure sale.^^** It is in light of
this that he has submitted the Bill Foreclosure Sales {Wetsvoorstel
Executieveilingen) to Parliament. ^•'^ This Bill aims to make public foreclosure sales of real
estate more transparent and more accessible for a broader public, as to generate
higher yield in such sales.
The Bill Foreclosiure sale provides inter alia that the
168 With regard to the summary execution Section 519 Code of Civil Procedure, however, determines that a public auction can only take the f o r m of a Dutch auction. The Pariiamentary
History does not provide for commentary explaining this choice. Compare: Visser 2013,
p. 90.
169 Pariiamentary History Book 3 DCC, M v A I I , p. 824.
170 See: Visser 2013, p. 24 and 91-92.
171 See for an extensive discussion of this empirical research: Visser 2013, p. 39-46.
172 H . Ferwerda et a.. Malafide activiteiten in de vastgoedsector. Hen exploratief onderzoeli naar
aard, actoren en aanpak, W O D C 2007, p. 100. Although not stated explicitly, I deduce from
the wording of the report that only public auctions were assessed.
173 D . Brounen, 'The boom and gloom of real estate markets', Inaugural address Erasmus University 2008, p. 26.
174 Ferwerda et al. 2007, p. 100, 102 and 107.
175 ld, p. 100.
176 See: https://www.acm.nl/nl/publicaties/publicatie/4649/Executieveilingen/
177 https://www.acm.nl/nl/publicaties/publicatie/11025/NMa-beboet-opnieuw-handelaren-voormanipuleren-executieveilingen/
178 Kamerstukken 33484, no. 3, p. 3.
179 Kamerstukken 33484, no. 3, p. 1. See for the Bill itself: Kamerstukken 33484, no. 2.
180 Kamerstukken 33484, no. 3, p. 1.
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announcement of the auction and the conditions of the auction need to be
published on a publicly accessible website.^^^ It further pro vides that a public
auction can - besides the current option of a physical auction - be conducted via
the internet and both on the internet and physically.
Besides a lower yield another reason for a preference for private sales in
foreclosure sales is that the costs of a private sale are generally lower than that
of a public auction.
There are costs involved for a civil law notary, an
auctioneer, but also for renting an auction venue and advertising costs. With a
private sale such costs need not be made. There are some costs involved in
obtaining permission from the Judge for Preliminary Reliëf for a private sale
and costs to find a buyer for the asset, but these costs will generally be of a
limited amount. As such, the private sale generally provides for a higher net
yield of the asset. This gives a seller an incentive to sell the asset by means of a
private sale.
5.3 PubUc auctions and the creditors' bargain theory
Generally, in a banlcruptcy asset sale a public auction is to be preferred over a
private sale, because this best represents the market value of assets.^»'* So, in
principle, the trustee should use this method of sale to achieve value maximization. However, the process of the public auction is subject to a lack of
independent bidders and relatively high costs, which can prevent value maximization.
With regard to the lack of independent bidders, the trustee should ensure that
there aSre as many prospective bidders as possible. In this respect, a first step
would bè to inform third parties about the assets that are for sale. The internet
seems the right place to do so.^»^ I would therefore argue that the duty to draw
up an inventory list under Section 94 DBC is 'reinvented', in the sense that the
trustee would be obligated to lay down an inventory list or information memorandum - in case of a going-concern sale - regarding the assets of the estate at the
District Court.^»^ In case of a limited amount of assets, the trustee can attach
pictures of the assets to the list. This list can then be published on the Central
Insolvency Register, where it is accessible for everyone. Such a publication can
entice third parties both to bid a public auction or submit a private bid and help
achieve value maximization.

181
182
183
184

Section 516 and 517 Code of Dutcli Civil Procedure (new).
Section 519 Rv Code of Dutch Civil Procedure (new).
See about the importance of costs also: Visser 2013, p. 79-83. See also: Brounen 2008, p. 28.
Compare i n the context of U . S. bankruptcy law: ln re Lahijani, 325 B. R. 282, 289 (9th
Cir. B.A.P. 2005). See also: J. Bulow and P. Klemperer, 'Auctions versus negotiations',
American Economie Review 1996, p. 180-194, in which it was shown that a public auction is to be preferred over a private sale if there is one more bidder involved in the public
auction.
185 Compare: B.P.A. Santen and T h . Buchmann, 'Waardemaximalisatie van de boedel', in:
J.G. Princen and A . van der Schee, De ondernemende
curator, Deventer: Kluwer 2011,
p. 252.
186 Compare: Santen and Buchmann 2011, p. 253. The information memorandum can contain a
global overview of the debtor's business that is to be sold. A more detailed information memorandum can then be made available after interested parties sign an confidentiality agreement.
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The costs of a pubhc auction are also important in achieving value maximization.
However, because there are barely any formalities the costs of a public auctions
are relatively low.
The costs of a civil law notary can already be evaded by organizing a public
auction in the form of a private sale.^»^ The auction itself can be held via the
internet and, in principle, can be performed by the trustee himself. If an auctioneer is used, costs can also be brought down by organizing regional auctions
where muhrple-asset sales are held at once.^»»
5.4. PrimiÈcsdes-and

insiders

Sometimessaaprrvate sale of assets may be more suitable than a public auction.
The majority^'offth'ei, asset sales presently concluded i n Dutch bankruptcies take
the form .ofiaipjcivatD sale. I t is not uncommon, in this respect, that the assets are
sold to directoirand/br shareholder of the debtor, who continues the activities of
the debtorriniamew legal entity.^»^ The advantage of such an asset sale for the
director/s'h'areholder is that it is a relatively simple way of relaunching the
enterprisecandlcapturing thè^gging-concern value of'the assets, while being able
to leavcemp^óyees and debtsririithe bankrupt legal entity.
Dutch bankruptcy law, in priiiciple, allows for a sale to the director and/or
shareholdér, of a'.debtor.-^^-^ Oftënithe director/shareholder has inside knowledge
on how/assetS'xan best be usedcand he is the highest bidder for the a s s e t s . j f
the bid is obtaiiied in a le'veh playing field and this 'insider' truly has the
highest bid, there- iss no objection to such a sale, as it provides for value
maximization.
However, problems arise if the insider uses the bankruptcy forum to divert value
to himself. A n example of this can be found in the Ontvanger/Wësselman
judgment of the Dutch Suprème Court.
In this case a legal entity controlled by the
indirect majority shareholder/director of the banlcrupt debtor bought the inventory for an amount of N L G 250,000 (€ 113,000) and then immediately sold the
inventory to a third party for an amount of N L G 850,000 (€ 385,000).^^'*
187 The trustee w i l l need approval of the Supervisory Judge i n this case, as such a sale qualifies
as a private sale. Section 176 DBC.
188 This practice has akeady developed over the last few years w i t h regard to foreclosure sales.
Sèe: F.J. Vonck, 'Executoriale verkoop van registergoederen via internet', WPNR 2011
(6882), p. 302.
189 The Hugo Sinzheimer institute reports i n this respect that i n a set of 181 going-concern asset
sales insiders were the buyer of the assets i n more than 50% of the cases. See; Knegt 1996,
p. 19-20.
190 The employees are left behind, because the rules for transition of enterprise {overdracht van
onderneming) are not applicable in bankruptcy. See; Section 7:666 DCC.
191 According to Scheurs Supervisory Judges do not have any protocols, working agreements or
Standard procedures with regard to insider transactions. See; Ph. W. Schreurs, ' A Corporate
Cloak', in: J. G. Princen and' A. van der Schee, De ondernemende curator, Deventer; Kluwer
2011, p. 227.
192 I t is also possible that the trustee has an incentive to sell assets to the first bidder - usually
the former director or shareholder - because the trustee expects that the higher yield of a
further sale efforts is not so much that i t w i l l be enough to pay for the trustees' salary. See:
F.H.E. Boersma, 'De doorstart vanuit het perspectief van de rechter-commissaris', in;
A . A . M . Deterink et al., Doorstart, Deventer; Kluwer 2008, p. 189.
193 H R 11 February 2011, NJ 2011, 305
{Otttvanger/Wesselman).
194 The inventory was appraised at N L G 150,000 i n a forced sale and N L G 700,000 i n a private
sale.
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The Suprème Court held that in such a case the special quality of shareholder/
director s still vested in the insider, even if the insider was only approached as a
S l e W e r of assets bythetrustee."ntfurtherheldthatthisq^^^^^^^
an eS a dutyof care [zoJgpUcht] for the insider. The extent of this duty of care
however, is unclear, aS there was no objection raised ^l-^f^Thel hS^^^^
District Court.157 i t furthermore unclear whether the insider has been held iiable
bythe CourtofAppealstowhichtheDutchSupremeCourtreferredthecase.
But while the judgment of the Suprème Court in Ontvanger/Wesselman leaves
some'uestions unal^^^^^ it is clear that the trustee failed to capture the|omgconcern value of the assets which could have been realized. The insider - usmg its
insXknowledge - did realize this value. In this respect, insider sales warrant
eïïra s c r u t ; ; y . i p ^ ü ^ ^ e to realize the risk of an insider sale and sunply selling the
assets to the insider without consideration for other parties, is inefhcient.
Also interesting in respect of insider sales, are the sale of 'eartnarked assets' to an
fnrd;r.-o Thefe are assets of which the value is depressed ^ ^hey "^^^^^^^^^
the insider. Examples of such assets are pizza iooxes which cany tl^e logo of a
pizza chain or cloïhes which have the print of the designer's logo all over them
The purchase value of such assets may be high, l^ut without the pizza cham or
designer's cooperation these assets have limited value.
Generally the trustee is then left with the choice to either sell the earmarked
Ï s e t s to a tltird party for fire sale prices or to sell the assets to the insider for he
Se safe price wfth a'smaU premium. The bid of the
^ ^ i f e^^
same time this allows him to continue his business quite cheaply m a dittaent
legal entity, while the creditors of the debtor are left with their claims. Should the
trustee sell these assets to the insider?
The answer to the trustee's choice is found by acknowledging the relative value
of the insider's need for cooperation. In this respect, a conaparison can be made
to the supplier who refuses to deliver any goods after bankruptcy, until his prebankruptcy debt has been paid in full. This right to refuse to dehver goods has
value becLse its goods are necessary for the continuance of the debtors busiïhis right could also be invoked before the declaration m bankruptcy,
its value should be respected in bankruptcy.^o^

ress>'As

As such the insider's right to refuse cooperation also has a relative value. As he is
not obhiat d to continue cooperating outside of bankruptcy or provide a capita
Sntribution, he also cannot be obligated to do so mside of bankruptcy. The

195 H R 11 February 2011, NJ 2011, 305 {Ontvanger/Wesselman),
ll?

r. o. 3.5.3.

ëompare: B.F. Assink, 'Hoedanigheden en zorg(vuldigheids-)plichten i n het ondernemings-

stra/Schouten

& Van Mutswmkel

Holdmg).

elsewhere. See: Jackson 1986B, p. 159.
202 Jackson 198éB, p. 159.
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relative value of this right to refuse translates i n the possibility to acquire assets
for a depressed value. As this still provides the investors as a group, with the
highest yield for the assets, no problem exists i n acknowledging this relative
value. A n exception to this is the situation in which the acquiring of the assets
for a depressed price was a predesigned scheme.^oa Such behavior is not allowed
outside of bankruptcy and should therefore also not be allowed inside bankruptcy.204

6. Conclusion
The goal of bankruptcy law should be to ensure that the assets of the debtor can
be deployed i n a way that provides the group of people with a right against the
debtor's assets with the most value. L i this respect, allowing new substantive
policies to be introduced during bankruptcy leads to undesirable forum shopping
and should not be allowed. However, the societal interests that are to be taken
into account outside of banlcruptcy, should also be taken into account during the
banlcruptcy. As such, Dutch bankruptcy law does not seem to deviate from the
creditors' bargain theory.
A more pressing point is that secured creditors can interfere i n an optimal asset
deployment by exercising their right of summary execution. The current tools
that Dutch law currently offers in this respect are insufficiënt to effectively override the secured creditor. I therefore propose that both the secured creditor and
the trustee are given the power and duty to request prior approval of an auction
or sale of an encumbered asset from the Supervisory Judge.
Another important aspect of asset sales is the sale process. Both a public auction
and a private sale should be carried out in a way which allows for obtaining the
highest bid possible. In this respect, minimizing costs and obtaining as many bids
as possible are a concern.
Asset sales occur in almost every Dutch bankruptcy. However, the statutory
guidance in this respect is very limited. Furthermore, there has been very littie
attention for this form of asset deployment i n literature or case law. This Article
aims to bring asset sales into the spotlight and help shape the law in this
respect.

203 Such behavior may be assumed earlier in case of repeat players. For example, the pizza chain
that continuously lets a franchisee set up a pizza shop, lets i t go bankrupt and then buys the
assets for a depressed price.
204 Under Dutch law, i t is uniawful to stop entrepreneurial activities i n one legal entity and then
continue them i n another, i f the only objective is to prejudice creditors and prevent further
possibilities of recourse against the debtor. H R 13 October 2000, NJ 2000, 698 {Rainbow
Products).

